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Abstract: Wave-particle interactions are believed to be one of the most important kinetic 

processes regulating the heating and acceleration of the Solar Wind plasma. A second order 

Fermi acceleration mechanism [1] has been proposed how heavy ions (as alpha particles He+2) 

preferentially heated by multiple resonances with counter-propagating ion-cyclotron waves. In 

this work [2], we test this idea by calculating the number of plasma particles resonating with ion-

cyclotron waves propagating parallel and anti-parallel to an ambient magnetic field in a 

proton/alpha plasma with cold electrons. Resonances are calculated through the proper kinetic 

multi-species dispersion relation of Alfvén waves. We show that 100% of the alpha population 

can resonate with counter-propagating waves below a given threshold |ΔUαp/vA|<U0+c(βp+β0)b in 

the differential streaming between protons and He+2 ions, where the fitting parameters U0, c, β0, 

and b depend on the macroscopic parameters of the plasma. This threshold may explain the 

observed constraints for ΔUαp in the Solar Wind for low plasma beta (βp) [3,4]. Finally, it is also 

shown that this process is limited by the growth of plasma kinetic instabilities, a constraint that 

could explain alpha-to-proton temperature ratio observations in the Solar Wind at 1 AU. 
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